Abstract. We compute two representations of COHA for A 1 -quiver, and show that they can be combined into a representation of D n+1 Lie algebra.
Two geometric representations of
Here by equivariant cohomology of a complex algebraic variety M γ acted by a complex algebraic group G γ we mean the usual (Betti) cohomology with coefficients in Q of the bundle EG γ × G γ M γ associated to the universal G γ -bundle EG γ → BG γ over the classifying space of G γ . The product * : H ⊗ H → H is defined by means of the pullback-pushforward construction in [5] . . It is possible to talk about the geometric interpretation of these variables. They can be treated as the first Chern classes of the tautological bundles over the classifying space of G d . For details see e.g. [10] . The COHA H for quiver A 1 is described in [5] . It is the infinite exterior algebra generated by odd elements φ 0 , φ 1 , φ 2 . . . with wedge ∧ as its product. Generators (φ i ) i≥0 correspond to the additive generators (x 
Denote by k(λ) the index related to the partition λ and by λ(k) the partition related to the basis index k. Then we have Φ k(λ) = s λ(k) .
Stable framed representations. Fix a dimension vector
is a collection of linear maps from C n i to V i .
The set of framed representations of dimension vector γ with framed structure dimension vector n is denoted byM γ,n . It carries a natural gauge group G γ -action. See e.g. [7] . For the notion of stable framed representation of a quiver, see e.g. [6] (more general framework of triangulated categories can be found in [9] ). We focus on the trivial stability condition. In this case, a framed representation is called stable if there is no proper (ordinary) subrepresentation of V which contains the image of f . The set of stable framed representations of dimension vector γ with framed structure dimension vector n is denoted byM st γ,n . The gauge group G γ of M γ,n induces a G γ -action onM st γ,n . The stack of stable framed representations [M st γ,n /G γ ] is in fact a smooth projective scheme. We denote it by M st γ,n and call it the smooth model of quiver Q with dimension γ and framed structure n.
The pullback-pushforward construction is applied to the cohomology of the scheme of stable framed representations. This construction leads to two representations of COHA for the quiver Q which we describe below.
Fix two dimension vectors γ 1 and γ 2 . Set γ = γ 1 + γ 2 . Consider the scheme consisting of diagrams
where
C n → E 2 are the framed structures attached to E and E 2 respectively. The subgroup of the automorphism group of E which preserves the embedding of E 1 is denoted by P γ 1 ,γ,n . It plays the role of the automorphism group of M st γ 2 ,γ,n . The natural projections from the diagram to its components give the following diagram: 
, where e i (x 1 , . . . , x n ) represents the i-th elementary symmetric polynomial. The cohomology of Grassmannian
is a subalgebra of R(n) which is generated by Schur polynomials in variables
By abuse of notations, we use the same symbol
Classes in H * (Gr(d, n)) have an alternative presentation.
, where λ ′ is the transpose partition of λ.
Proof:
The above identity can be easily deduced from the identity
In the following we will use this "transpose" presentation to do some computations.
Two representations of
,n ] in A 1 -quiver case is isomorphic as a scheme to the two-step flag variety F d 2 ,d,n , which is variety of the flags 
We use the formula in [1] to compute the pushforward. 
Similarly, the formula of the decreasing actions is implies that we can use the notations introduced in section 2.2 to represent cohomology classes of Grassmannians, as well as those in COHA, since they share the same product
is a partition of length ≤ n. Let λ ′ be the transpose partition of λ, and k 
This formula suggests an algorithm. Start from an ordinary presentation of a class
. . , x n ) by Lemma 2.1. Then apply φ − i to Φ k ′ using formula (3.1) and Proposition 3.3. Finally change the result back to the ordinary presentation.
We need the following lemma to help us to do these transformations.
Lemma 3.4.
If φ r appears in Φ k ′ (λ) , φ n−r−1 will not appear in Φ k(λ) . On the other hand, if φ r doesn't appear in Φ k ′ (λ) , φ n−r−1 will appear in Φ k(λ) .
of length ≤ n. The transpose partition is defined by λ
Then n−k * (V(n)) → * (V(n)) to state the following proposition. For
Proposition 3.6. The decreasing operators are the right partial derivative operators on
Proof: What we want is to compute φ − r · Φ k . Based on formula (3.1), we have
We have to change this back to the ordinary presentation. First, let's find the partition associated to this polynomial. The index
Next step is to recover the partition µ from its transpose µ ′ . From the definition of
(3.8)
By comparing it with 9) we notice that
is easy to see that
Thus the resulted presentation is (−1) 
Then define the following operators
In the following, let P k be an arbitrary degree k monomial in * (V(n)). Denote by R j i the operator which change the factor φ i in P k to φ j . Remark 5.2. As stated in [9] , in the case of finite-dimensional representations we have c → 0 and we see two representations of the infinite Grassmann algebra, which are combined in the representations of the orthogonal Lie algebra.
